Welcome to our

“Virtual” OPEN HOUSE
Wellness & Advocacy Center
Newsletter

Celebrating 5 years
When Prop 63 legislation passed in 2004
groups of mental health
advocates, clients, providers and families began meeting across the
state to discuss how
their county could best
provide services.
At Interlink in 2005,
several of us sat down
at the table in the art
room to begin organizing. We wanted to get
the client input county
wide and thus organized
focus groups throughout
the County –In Guerneville, Petaluma, Sonoma, Santa Rosa and
Cloverdale. Initial focus
groups wanted the creation of new self help
programs throughout
the County, along with a
focus on peer and self
advocacy groups.
The small group later
grew to a hundred and a
Consumer Advisory Committee was formed. The
Wellness and Advocacy

Center was born, along
with the Russian River
Empowerment Center.
Interlink gained expanded capacity for
providing groups and
staff.
With start up funding, the Wellness Center hired new staff, created better building
access and gathered a
group of dedicated volunteers. Opening in
April 2007, a few brave
individuals crossed the
threshold.
Over twelve hundred
people have joined the
Center to date. Staff
and members have created a welcoming environment and our walls
display some of the
beautiful art work of
our members. Creative
writing has flourished at
the Center and resulted
in the publication of
two literary journals of
poetry, stories and art
work from throughout
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the county.
Peer support and
peer counseling has
been a mainstay of the
program, along with
gardening, career exploration, music and
fun. A youth presence
has grown at the Center and with their influence; new ways of
looking at Wellness
have emerged.
2012 has arrived.
This year, for many has
come to signify new
directions for all humanity. New possibilities in mental health
service have been fermenting and are beginning to bloom.
I invite everyone to
come and play in this
garden. The potential
for growth and healing
is exponential!
Amy Breckenridge
Center Manager
(707) 565-7804

abreckenridge@gire.org

Mission Statement
The Wellness and
Advocacy Center
is a peer-run, self-help, mental health program. Our mission is to support individuals
living with mental health challenges in developing and
sustaining health and wellbeing through selfempowerment.
We hope we can offer a little
happiness and self-respect to
those who have suffered the

We Invite You to take a
Virtual Tour of The Wellness Center
Come in…Welcome!
Sign in and let us know
you are here. Meet Gary,
Joyce, and Sharron at the
Front Desk. If you want to
talk to a Peer Counselor,
or need resources, they
can connect you with the
staff member that would
be most helpful to you.
All our staff members are
very welcoming, making
new members feel at
ease. Kris, our cheerful
Administrative Assistant,
can give you a guided
tour, help you with the
shuttle schedule, intakes,
and peer counseling.
If you don’t know particularly what you are
looking for, you are welcome to hang out and explore the center and our
spacious outdoor area. To
the left, you will find a
bulletin board with a
wealth of information on
housing resources, and
community functions and
activities, and our Community Living Room where
we hold community meetings giving information on
daily events and upcoming
functions. On Wednesdays
you are invited to sit in on

our music jam, a collaboration of Members and
Community Mental Health
Workers…enjoy the rifts of
electric guitar, base,
drums, keyboard, saxophone, flute, tambourine,
maracas…Hey, they can
rock!
Our Kitchen and dining
room are currently under
construction, soon to be
converted into a commercial sandwich/catering
business where jobs will be
available through Vocational Rehabilitation and
Goodwill.
The art room is down
the hallway to the left, (on
your way be sure to check
out the member’s artwork
on the walls.) Interested
in art, Naomi, our art director will be happy to get
you started on an art project of your choice. Further down the hallway you
will find Naomi’s office,
the office of James Robinson and Leigh Delap, Peer
Counselors, and Jason Gallock, our Quarterlife (1825 year age group Counselor), as well as Jesse
Panoski, our Assistant Manager’s office.

At the end of the hallway is our conference
room, where regular
groups are held, as well as
special events, like our
monthly forums featuring
educational speakers and
Art Shows and Sales featuring our members artwork,
cards, and jewelry, and
every morning you can get
a cup of coffee or tea, and
snacks to help start your
day.
Need help with Advocacy, Disability Rights California, Peer/Self Advocacy
Counselor) Leo Alfaro’s
office back down the hallway and all the way to the
end of the hallway to the
right. Ask about voting
rights and information on
policies coming up in the
upcoming election. Get
involved!
If you are interested in
computers, using the
internet, setting up an email account, creating a
resume or looking for a
job, our Computer Lab is
through the doorway directly at the end of the
hallway, and Linda, our
Career/Computer Lab Coordinator will be happy to

get you started.
Program Coordinator
Susan Standen’s office is
to the left. She shares an
office with Mel Strasser,
our Garden Coordinator,
and Mel can help you get
started in the garden. You
can exit out the door to
the right, and down the
steps you will find a garden laced with blackberry
vines and filled with
starter plants you can
plant in the larger community garden. Further
down the steps, there is a
garden shed where Mel
can help you with tools to
toil the soil and a variety
of seeds to plant in your
own special plot. There is
a greenhouse where we
start plants in early
spring. Interested in gardening or not, you may
hang out under the umbrellas/picnic tables,
smoke and/or socialize.
Hope you will visit!
Read on and get to know
the rest of our staff and
the happenings at the
Wellness Center!
Trinity Petersen
Newsletter Editor

“Don’t Give Up”...by Kris Teixeira: ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
I was searching for an
Administrative Assistant
job about 8 years ago. I
started getting help from
the Department of Rehabilitation, who then set
me up with a Job Developer at Goodwill Industries
of the Redwood Empire. I
went to as many job interviews as possible. Finally, about two years
later, the job as Administrative Assistant here at
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the Wellness and Advocacy
Center became available. I
went to the job interview
after getting tips from my
Job Developer on how to
interview successfully, and
got the job.
It just seemed to fit
me like a glove with the
schooling I had. I’ve now
worked at this job, very
happily, for 5 years. It not
only is just the right job
for me, but, since I have a

mental disability myself, I
now work with the disabled
community. I am not only
the Administrative Assistant, but I also train and
supervise my interns who
volunteer at the Front
Desk, as well as make time
for members in need of
Peer Counseling.

Kris Teixeira
Administrative Assistant
(707) 565-7803
kteixeira@gire.org

“Virtual” OPEN HOUSE

I just want to say
to anyone with a
mental disability,
“Don’t give up
on looking for
your dream job.
There is always
hope.”
Kris Teixeira

“Disability Art Slam” News
Hello From the Art Program
Naomi, our Art Director
works to get frames for
our members artwork donated and takes pride in
displaying the artwork on
the center’s walls, as well
as featuring a short biography about the artist.
Members artwork is for
sale as well.

Artist: Gary Beck
Medium: Charcoal on Paper

Artist: Donna Jackson
Medium: Pencil on Paper

The de Young museum’s
Annual “Disability Art
Slam” happened on March
31st, this year in San Francisco. This is when a few
storms came in and relieved us from the dry winter.
The “Disability Art
Slam” is an annual show
at the de Young Museum
presenting the works of
artists with disabilities in
a slide show format. I have
been submitting our member art to the de Young
event for about 3 years
now. I went to see the
Disability Art Slam art show
on my own last year and
learned how wonderful the
event was. I really thought
this would be a great event
for our member artists to
participate in as well introduce them to the museum
setting in the city. Sonoma
County Mental Health Department offered to provide transportation to the
City. The planning process
was very challenging since
it was our first “field trip”
to the city, and the rainy
weather did not seem
promising. I thought to
myself, “Really, we will

only do this trip once!”
However, once we arrived, I could tell how
much the participating
artists were having a great
time and they told me they
would like to do this again
if possible. Miraculously,
even the pouring rain
stopped, and we were able
to have our lunch in the
sunshine. All of us enjoyed
the interactive art activity
the de Young provided for
the day as well as permanent exhibitions. One artist was particularly impressed with the design of
the modern automated
toilet. When each member’s slides were shown,
one member was wiggling
in his seat with joy and
another was pointing at the
screen with a big grin on
his face. I also felt fulfilled and got to know each
of the artists better. I
hope to make this happen
next year as well. We
really enjoyed the County
drivers’ friendly company
as well!
naomi murakami

“Disability Art Slam”
Alexcia and Patricia in the
textiles/ fashion department.

“Disability Art Slam”
Gretchen participating in hands
on public sculpture activity

Art Director
(707) 565-7820
nmurakami@gire.org

About naomi murakami
Art Director
I am originally from
Tokyo and an internallybased person/ artist. I say
this because since I had
been immersed in cuttingedge art philosophy and
attitudes which caused me
to further lose connection
with “conventional” ideas
within my own culture,
and I am always the outsider to the culture here in
U.S., I have had to find my
heartland within myself to
stabilize my spirit. I
joined the Wellness Center
in December, 2007 as an
“Artist in Residence” for a
6 month position. Now, I
am here for permanently
as “Art Director” thanks to
Amy Breckenridge, our
manager, who was able to
see my view. I love working here. I always meet
the undiscovered forgotten
treasures in members and
that might be a tragedy in
one sense, but I believe
that it is incomparable and
beautifully exalted in the
other sense. My rule for
art is that anything works
with the right context.
naomi murakami

Artist: Jeff Glauthier
Medium: Pen and Ink on Paper

Artist: Kenneth Dagostino
Medium: Digital Archival
Reproduction

“Disability Art Slam”
Alexcia, Michael, Patricia,
Joan, Alexis, Johnny, Jeff

“Mind Alchemy by Art”
“Being mad is not necessarily a bad
thing from a spiritual perspective.”
naomi

“Virtual” OPEN HOUSE
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The Ups and Downs of
QUARTERLIFE
I started working for
the Wellness Center
around 4 years ago. I got
the job through a job
counselor at Joblink. I
started as volunteer/
intern, working as an assistant to our Program Coordinator at the time.
My job was to participate in our Stamp Out
Stigma program (doing
presentations throughout
the community on the subject of “stigma busting” as
it relates to mental
health).
My other job was to
help start and co-facilitate
a mental health support
group for young adults,

ages 18-25. We called it
Quarterlife Group, and
it’s still currently active.
Describing the group is a
bit challenging. It’s a
blend of socializing/having
fun, mixed with discussing
more serious issues when
they arise. We also touch
upon subjects such as employment, medication,
schooling, housing, financial assistance, etc. There
isn’t a lot of predictability
from week to week; it’s
more about going with the
flow based on who shows
up, and what their specific
needs might be at that
particular time.
I also get involved in a

Thoughts from James...Peer Counselor
I, James “Blair” Robinson began working at
the Wellness and Advocacy Center as a Front
Desk Volunteer when it
opened in May 2007.
Soon there after, I was
hired as a Peer Counselor, and really like
what I do. I feel qualified
in this position because
of my background in psychology, having graduated from Sonoma State
University Cum Laude
with a Bachelor of Arts
and gift of understanding
people’s struggles
through my own life experiences. Like all the
staff here, I have embraced my own mental
illness and have overcome 14 years of poly
substance abuse. Clean
and sober for 30 years
now, I feel I can help
people deal with their
own issues of substance
abuse. I am always will-
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ing to listen to a problem someone might
have or just as happy
to engage in pleasant
conversation.
James Robinson

Peer Counselor
(707) 565-7806
jrobinsin@gire.org

Emergency Numbers
Suicide Prevention:
1 800- 273- TALK (8225)

Mental Health:
565-4900

Psych Emergency:
576-8181

Psych Emergency:
565-4970

Sutter Hospital:
576-4000

Kaiser Hospital:
393-4000
Vista Family Health Care:
303-3600

variety of youth activities
outside of the Quarterlife
Group with both the
County’s Transitional Age
Youth Program (TAY), and
Buckelew Programs. I attend social events, support
groups, and TAY graduation ceremonies.
This has helped in establishing relationships/
connections with youth
throughout the community, allowing me to offer
my support, as well as
providing an opportunity
to tell them about the
Quarterlife Group, and the
Wellness Center and all
that we have to offer.
I’m very appreciative

that throughout the years,
the larger TAY has included me in their activities. Being able to collaborate with the County
Youth program as well as
Buckelew programs has
been invaluable.
In addition to working
with youth, I also do quite
a bit of resource and referral work. I enjoy helping people to find various
community resources
based on their individual
needs.
Jason Gallock
Quarterlife Group
(707) 565-7807

jgallock@gire.org

Thoughts from Leigh...Peer Counselor
I was one of the first three
people to be hired here as a
Peer Counselor at the Wellness
and Advocacy Center. That was
5 years ago. I was friends with
Sharon Schmidt, whom I considered my mentor. I remember I was in a group discussing
getting the Wellness Center
going and Sharon volunteered
the both of us for the Hiring
Committee. After we had
filled most of the positions
here, she gave me a nudge to
apply as a Peer Counselor and I
was hired!
Before that I had been very
active in both Sonoma and
Mendocino Counties in the
mental health client movement
that founded both Interlink and
the Wellness Center through
the Mental Health Services Act.
I have taken classes in Peer
Counseling given by the California Network of Mental
Health Clients as well as the
Beginning and Advanced
classes offered by Interlink.
The staff at Interlink and

Wellness and Advocacy Center

the Wellness Center are here
to make members feel welcome and help members who
want to improve their life’s
situation through teaching the
principles of self-help.
While I’ve worked at the
Wellness Center, I’ve run a
Women’s Support Group; a Life
Skills group; a Knitting, Sewing
and Crochet class; and several
Wellness Recovery Action Plan
workshops. These workshops
focus on how to manage our
lives and leisure time in order
to enhance recovery from our
mental illness.
This brings me to what I
believe besides self-help. This
is that everyone has the capacity to recover from mental illness and that they should be
allowed to do this in their own
way and at their own pace.
Meanwhile, they deserve patience, compassion, tolerance,
and respect.
Leigh DeLap
Peer Counselor
(707)565-7806
ldelap@gire.org

“A Vision of Hope”...by
Jessie Panoski...ASSISTANT MANAGER
I was hired at the Wellness and Advocacy Center
as an employee on August
16, 2007 as assistant manager. I was nervous because prior to delivering
my resume to the Center’s
previous manager, Helen
Lara, I was severely depressed and assumed I
would not get the job.
However, I discovered
my mental health condition was an advantage to
getting hired. As soon as I

stepped foot in the Wellness and Advocacy Center
I felt welcomed and accepted from all of the
staff. My acceptance here
soon paved the way for my
own mental health recovery.
We, the staff of the
Wellness and Advocacy
Center try to make the
center a safe and warm
environment for all our
members. This allows for
freedom to have “bad”

days and not be criticized
or judged for it.
Some of my responsibilities as an Assistant
Manager include: directly
supervising 4 staff, peer
counseling, co-facilitating
a peer support group, crisis intervention, gathering
monthly statistics, and
assisting the manager with
day to day responsibilities.
This may sound cliché,
but I love my job at the
Wellness and Advocacy

Center. I’ve been given
opportunities for growth,
both mentally and spiritually.
In the future, I plan to
attend pursue a master’s
of social work degree, and
my position here has given
me the experience I need
to pursue this degree.
Jessie Panoski

Assistant Manager
(707) 565-7809

jpanoski@gire.org

Leo Alfaro...Disability Rights California/ADVOCACY
you. They report back to
you on how the issue was
resolved.
In Self-Advocacy we
learn the strategies and
skills necessary to resolve
the problem ourselves.
Some of these skills can
include listening,
negotiation, problem
solving, or assertiveness.
A major goal of
self-advocacy is to empower you to speak for
yourself and participate in

decisions affecting your
life.
Interested in learning
more about self advocacy?
Join us at the FAQ
(Frequently Asked Questions) group on Mondays at
12:30 pm. Or our Spanish
group called “Grupo de
Salud” is on Wednesdays
at 12:00 pm.

bers as they enter the
building. As a volunteer I have the opportunity to learn new
skills at my own pace.
The Center has given
me a boost with
Secretarial skills which
make me feel confident
daily. The fun classes
the Wellness Center
offers leave me and the
members looking forward to more!
In addition to being a
center member, you

Leonard Alfaro
Peer Self Advocacy
Coordinator
Bay Area Region
Disability Rights California

510-267-1238

leonard.alfaro@
disabilityrightsca.org

Member/Front Desk Volunteer Perspective:
Sharron Robinson
The Wellness and
Advocacy Center is an
awesome place to volunteer.
I like the fact that our
Center has peer counselors on-site. The
Center offers
a variety of resources
that really help you
make a connection.
What I enjoy most
about volunteering at
the front desk is the
wonderful greetings I
receive from the mem-

Call Leo Alfaro at the
Wellness and Advocacy
Center for more I
information at
707-565-7822.

can visit for learning
and recreation. This is
also a great place to
feel safe and welcomed. Not all volunteer opportunities are
created equal. To my
surprise, this has been
a really good, creative
start! You ‘gotta’ try
it!
Sharron L. Robinson

Front Desk
Volunteer

Member/ Front Desk
Announcement...by
Gary Michael Lewis
Gary Michael Lewis, Front Desk Volunteer often states that, “while you can’t
choose your family; you can choose
your friends”. Gary says he sees Wellness and Advocacy Center members
and friends and extended family.
Gary met his fiance, Debbie Short in
2009. He says they plan to marry this
year.
Gary writes children’s Christian
stories and paints
pictures on canvas
to accompany his
stories.

Wellness and Advocacy Center
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What is Self Advocacy?
Self advocacy is a form of
advocacy that allows
to you decide what you
want, develop a plan,
carry out that plan, and
evaluate how you did.
Self advocacy is different from traditional advocacy services. In a traditional advocacy program,
you give your complaint to
an advocate, who does
whatever is necessary to
solve your problem for
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UPDATE!
Greetings From the Computer Lab

Linda Matteson
Career/Computer Lab
Coordinator
Helping Wellness
Center Member

Career Computer Lab
UPDATE!!
2012 started off with
a BANG! We have seen
more people come to
our classes. Computer
Basic’s class on Tuesdays
from 10:00AM-11:00AM
is going great. We learn
anything from, how to
properly use the mouse,
to creating E-Mail accounts, Face book accounts, creating greeting cards, digital cards,
digital photography and
download, Power

Point Slide Shows, Microsoft Word, create and
manage files and folders
and Microsoft Paint to
name a few.
Thanks to Solveige
Davidson and her daughter
Carolyn, we have been
blessed with a donation of
a color printer. This will
be used in computer class
for special projects. We
greatly appreciate donations as this that help us
to learn and create using
the computer. Thank You
to the Davidson’s!
Our Job Search Workshop on Thursday & Friday
from 10:00AM- 11:00AM
will be expanding to include, “Discovering Your
Interest’s”, “Resume Writing,” and “Interviewing
Skills”, at a more in depth
level than we now have.
Stay posted for the up
coming schedule and
signup later this year!
A big thank you to our
Computer Lab Volunteers
that have helped us do a

good job, Cerice, Brian,
Margo, Ann and Bernie.
We are looking for
more volunteers as some
of ours will be leaving this
year. Please ask for Linda
in the Computer Lab or
call if you think this might
be the job for you, we
would like to talk with
you.
Call 707-565-7837
or stop in anytime.
About Linda: Career/
Computer Lab Coordinator

I, Linda Matteson am a
Career/Computer Lab
Coordinator for The Wellness and Advocacy Center.
I am also a Peer Counselor, Employment Specialist Services, and help
with pretty much any
other resources I can help
members with. I started
working with our team in
August of 2010. I have a
background in Technical
and Corporate Training
with AT&T, and a Licensed REALTOR.

I have dealt with my
own Mental and Physical
disabilities for years have
helped raise three kids
with disabilities too.
I have completed College
courses in Computer Support and Technology Management and hold a BS in
those.
Over the years I find I
am still interested in
helping people the most
and have taken courses in
Peer Counseling, Disability
Rights Advocacy, Suicide
Prevention, First Aid, CPR
& Life Saving through the
Red Cross.
Linda Matteson
565-7837

lmatteson@gire.org

Susan Standen:
Standen Our New PROGRAM COORDINATIOR!
I am acutely familiar
with something that might
be called “bad luck.” I’m
not saying my life was
worse (or better) than anyone else’s but for a long
time it hasn’t been much
fun.
A year and a half ago –
the day I walked through
the doors of the Wellness
and Advocacy Center – my
luck changed.
As program coordinator
I get to be part of every
aspect of the Center. I do
some peer counseling, help
run a support group, give
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tours, organize outreach,
give educational workshops and invite speakers
from the community to
come and share their expertise with us.
I am fortunate to spend
my days with a team of
amazingly talented and
passionate co-workers.
Perhaps this is why the
most important facet of
my job doesn’t feel like a
“job” at all. I help these
motivated individuals bond
into a cohesive whole. I
remind us all of what we
do best and how we can do

it better.
Without a solid core,
our mission would fail –
and it is my privilege to
help that core become
even more stable and
strong.
The best thing about this
place is the compassion I
find everywhere I look.
As a peer-managed program, there is no real
difference between any
of us. Having such special work is a great
thing, but I will never be
without my struggles.
S. Standen

Wellness and Advocacy News

I spend every day
aware of the vital
truth...“Whether or
not we have a “job,”
those of us with mental illness work hard
every day of our
lives. The Center is a
safe place to heal
whether one is staff,
volunteer or member. And I have been
all three.”
Just lucky, I guess.
Susan Standen

Garden News
April showers Bring May Flowers
When I came to California 3 years ago, I was
very ill and unable to
work.
I came to the Wellness
Center as a member and
started volunteering in the
garden.
After 6 months, the
position of Garden Project
Coordinator opened up
here, and as I was feeling
better and ready to go
back to work, I applied for
the position and was hired
by Goodwill.
When I started working, there were two small
gardens to attend to.
Weeding and watering
were the main focus of the
work. The Wellness Center’s kitchen was serving
free lunch three days a
week and the food we
grew went to feed the
members and staff.
Over the past 3 years,
the garden project has
grown by leaps and
bounds. We created a
large fenced organic garden in which the members

grow their own food and
flowers.
We built a greenhouse
where we are able to
grow starter plants all
year long.
We created an automatic watering system for
all our gardens.
We collaborated with
the Art Department to
create beautiful Garden
Art made by our artist
members.
We are currently in the
process of creating a huge
new garden space, mostly
through donations of material from the community
and the hard work of our
members, which will be
used as a healing flower
garden. Members, staff,
and guests will be able to
wander, sit, relax, and
enjoy the beautiful surroundings.
The garden project has
created a possibility for
healing and wellness for
our members, allowing
them to socialize and
work together as a team,

or just be able to sit quietly and feel a sense of
peace.
I invite and encourage
you to come and enjoy the
beautiful garden experience here at the Wellness
Center.
Mel Strasser
(707) 565-7842

mstrasser@gire.org
Special Thanks to: Sonoma Compost, City of
Santa Rosa Compost and
Sonoma Tile Company-for
your generous donations
to our Gardens!

Garden Volunteer
Member Perspective:
I work in the garden
because it helps with my
mental health. I like to
plant wildflowers by
seed. I throw the seeds
all over the ground, then
watch them grow over
the season. The bees
love them.
Gary Beck

FORUMS BY OUR PROGRAM COORDINATOR : Susan Standen
In April of 2011, Susan
presented a forum on the
“Evolution of Emotions”.
She has a B.A. in Psychology with an emphasis on
Neurobiology (the study of
the brain).
In the forum she discussed how the process of
evolution has given rise to
the development of emotions as a survival capability. The audience learned
about the three main
parts of the brain (the
instinctive, the emotional,
and the rational), and how
both trauma and inherited

genes affect the emotional experience of people with mental illnesses.
In addition, there were
helpful suggestions on
“how you can make
friends with your emotional brain” by learning
activities that reduce the
intensity of emotional
disturbance. There was a
great deal of excellent
audience participation
and the information was
well received.
Susan Standen

“Dollars & Sense”
On Friday, July 6, 2012,
we are offering a consumer-friendly workshop
called “Dollars & Sense:
the Department of Rehabilitation and You.”
Jackie Coleman, a Consumer Advocacy Program
(C.A.P.) attorney, will be
sharing information on
how mental health services and government entitlements work and how
we can access them
through the D.O.R.

(707) 565-7841
sstanden@gire.org

Wellness and Advocacy News

Susan Standen:
FACILITATOR
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Highlights of the Year!
Six educational forums open to the whole Community:
Community
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living Well with Dual Diagnosis.
This is Your Brain on Meds.
Post-traumatic Stress, An overview of it’s causes and ways to work with it.
The Link between Mental Disorders and Substance Abuse.
Working for Wellness, How to use your strengths and skills to boost your mental health recovery.
Strangers in a crowd; solving the mystery of
social connections.
Two W.R.A.P. (Wellness, Recovery Action Planning training sessions) presented with Leigh DeLap
and Jessie Panoski.
* Individual Counseling provided
Art Director:
by Kathy Ekren, M.F.T. Intern.
naomi murakami has an

Five Art Shows and Sales
•
•
•
•
•

Sonoma County Fair
First Presbyterian Church Gallery
Goodwill Holiday Sale
Brookwood Health
Disability Art Slam-deYoung Museum

Comprehensive FiveFive-part Training
•

“Navigating the Social Security System” offered by Michael
Thomas, Senior Staff Advocate from Disability Rights CA

Interlink Staff
•

Presented an expanded, peer recovery perspective
for our annual staff retreat.

Art Show at RiskPress Gallery:
7345 Healdsburg Ave
Sebastopol, CA 95472
Artist Talk: by naomi called
“Mind Alchemy by Art”
July 19th
Thursday 6-7pm
Reception: July 26th Thursday, 5-7pm
RiskPress Gallery Hours:
Wednesday & Friday 10:00-2:00pm
Saturday & Sunday12:00pm-5:00pm
Also by appointment: 707 478-2379

Up Coming Events
1st Friday Forum: July 6th
“Dollars & Sense: The Department of
Rehabilitation and You.”
Speaker: Jackie Coleman, Attorney
Client Advocacy Program
Disability Rights California.

11:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
Left: Wellness Center Staff
Picture
Top Left to Right: Jason Gallock, James
Robinson, Linda Matteson, Mel Strasser
Middle: Amy Breckenridge, Susan Standen,
Trinity Petersen
Bottom: JessIe Panoski, Naomi Murakami,
Kris Teixeira, and Leigh DeLap
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Thank You for Visiting our “Virtual” OPEN HOUSE!

